For Immediate Release

Adacel’s Commitment to Quality Rewarded

Montreal, Canada (15 January, 2016) - Adacel is proud to announce that the Company has been appraised at Capability Level 3 of the CMMI Institute’s Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)®. First achieved by Adacel in December 2009, this second successful three year anniversary re-appraisal was completed in December through GRafP Technologies Inc.

The CMMI® Institute, a subsidiary of Carnegie Mellon University, is dedicated to elevating organizational performance through best-in-class solutions to real-world challenges. The Institute is the home of the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)® for Development, Services, and Acquisition; the People Capability Maturity Model; and the Data Management Maturity Model (DMM)SM, which are capability improvement models that create high-performance, high maturity cultures. The models are used in thousands of organizations worldwide to deliver business results that serve as differentiators in the global market.

An appraisal at capability level 3 indicates the organization is performing at a “defined” level. At this level, processes are well characterized and understood, and are described in standards, procedures, tools, and methods. The organization’s set of standard processes, which is the basis for capability level 3, is established and improved over time. Adacel’s appraisal was focused on six process areas: Requirements Development, Requirements Management, Technical Solution, Product Integration, Verification and Validation. These mature end-to-end engineering and technical management areas ensure that the Air Traffic Management, advanced simulation and direct voice input control systems produced by Adacel are developed using industry best practices and result in quality products that meet customer expectations.

About Adacel
Adacel is a leading developer of advanced simulation and training solutions, speech recognition applications and operational air traffic management systems. Adacel is particularly well known for innovations within the ATC simulation and speech recognition fields. The Company’s products are widely used throughout North America, Europe, the Middle East and the Asia Pacific region. For more information about Adacel, please visit www.Adacel.com.
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